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I. General Questions 
 

1.  What is Asset Visibility Service (AVS)? 
Answer: 
Asset Visibility Service or “AVS” is a visibility service product for Zebra customers to obtain at-a-glance visibility 
and predictive insight to their assets including (eligible Zebra mobile computers, printers, and smart batteries) in 
a customer’s operational environment. AVS can be applicable and sold to customers with various device counts 
and whether they have a Mobile Device Management (MDM) tool to manage their devices. 
 
The goal of AVS is to provide customers with a streamlined and cost-effective visibility solution, which will help 
them transition from performing reactive device support service to proactive asset management through the 
delivery of predictive insight and actionable recommendations. AVS uses a simple agent available on supported 
Zebra devices to periodically collect data pertaining to device function without requiring customers to invest in 
expensive MDM tool. AVS also employs automation and self-service wherever applicable for fast subscription.  
 
AVS dashboard can be accessible from Apple iOS or Android mobile platforms as well as web browsers. 
 
Having insightful visibility into the health of customers’ mobile computers and printers may lead to better 
business outcomes. Zebra’s Asset Visibility Service is intended to help customers to improve mobile worker 
productivity and reduce risk through greater predictability. 
 
The graphic below illustrates the AVS system architecture and how the different data sources are integrated into 
AVS.  

 

Please note repair information is not available in Latin America region for mobile computers. Historical repair 
information is updated on weekly basis for printers. 
 
 

2. What is included in the Asset Visibility Service? 
Answer: AVS includes the AVS device data collection tool, AVS mobile applications for iOS and Android tablets, 
access to AVS portal, online training and service desk. 
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For mobile computers, an AVS agent is a mobile application installed on Zebra mobile computers to collect 
device performance data. If the agent is not pre-installed on devices, it can be downloaded and installed on 
supported Zebra mobile computers.  
 
Networked printers with Link-OSTM v4.0 or higher communicates printer event and configuration data to Zebra’s 
cloud based Printer Connector (ZPC) which in turn transfers the information to Zebra’s Asset Visibility Platform 
making it available for AVS. Link-OSTM v4 will replace Link-OSTM v3 in factory manufacturing process and will be 
available for eligible customers via the following link: 
https://www.zebra.com/us/en/support-downloads.html 
 
AVS mobile application, i.e. AVS Mobile, is provided by Zebra so that AVS customers can access AVS portal from 
iOS and Android tablets. The AVS Mobile app can be downloaded from Apple’s Appstore (for iOS tablets) or 
Google Play (for Android tablets). 
 
AVS portal include the operational dashboard, reporting of device inventory, device health with actionable 
suggestions, high level information on repair (if available), and alerts for contracts close to expiration. AVS 
admin will have access to AVS Admin panel to perform on-boarding activities such as managing contracts and 
users, setting up dashboard views, etc. 
 
The typical operational dashboard for Zebra mobile computers is shown below: 

 

 
The typical operational dashboard for eligible Link-OS networked printers is shown below: 

https://www.zebra.com/us/en/support-downloads.html
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The typical operational dashboard for smart batteries is shown below: 
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The typical AVS admin panel is shown as below: 

 
 
Please refer to the Service Description Document (SDD, available in Partner Gateway) for full details of AVS 
components. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://partnerportal.zebra.com/PartnerPortal/product_services/services/AVS.aspx
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3. What are the key features of AVS? 
Answer: 

Managed 
Platform 

• Access to Zebra’s cloud based, management and integration platform 
that delivers visibility 

Dashboard 
Visibility 

• Operational insight including 
o Total inventory of assets including Zebra mobile computers, Link-OS 

networked printers and smart batteries 
o Count and percentage of active and inactive assets 
o Predictive indicators on devices’ health with actionable suggestions based 

on predictive analytics with data from operational environment 
• User generated friendly device names and tagging of device groups for 

filtered view 
• High level reporting data on 

o Devices in repair workflow (for mobile computers) 
o Details of accompanying support Contracts and expiration alert 

Light-touch 
User On-
boarding 

• Automation and self-service employed for on-boarding process 
• On-boarding process will be initiated once an AVS contract is created in 

contracts system and a valid email ID of the AVS Admin from the 
Customer is provided in the contract. 

• AVS system will send a welcome email to the AVS Admin of Customer with 
a 4-digit PIN and detailed guidelines for registration and user on-boarding 

• The AVS Admin will register and log in to access the AVS portal and 
manage contracts and other users from the company. 

• Target timeframe depends on Customer’s response to the welcome email 
sent by the system to initialize the on-boarding process. 

Mobile Access • Mobile access to AVS portal and user management are available from iOS 
and Android tablets. 

Pre-installed 
data collection 
tool (instead of 

MDM) 

• Mobile Computers - Data collection by factory-installed device agent on 
new mobile computers or by installation on deployed mobile computers 
via staging. 

• Printers – Data collection via a factory-configured printer Visibility Agent 
for new printers manufactured with Link-OSTM v4.0 and later, which can 
also be downloaded from Zebra.com site (please see section 5 below for 
more details) 

• No MDM tool included to reduce the complexity in service delivery and 
maintenance 

 

4. Tell me about the AVS mobile application and where I can download it? 
Answer:  
AVS provides a mobile application, - named as “AVS Mobile”, for iOS and Android tablets through App Store 
(iOS) and Google Play (Android). Customers can download the AVS Mobile app for AVS portal access and user 
management 
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5.  What mobile computers are supported by AVS? 
Answer:  
AVS supports all Zebra enterprise mobile devices running on Android and Windows Mobile/Windows 
CE/Windows 8.1 operating systems. Operating Systems included in future releases are subject to testing. The 
currently supported OS versions of Android and Windows are listed below: 
 
a. Android - Android 4.1.X Jelly Bean, 4.4.X Kit Kat, and 5.1 Lollipop. 
b. Window Mobile/Embedded - Windows Mobile 5.0, Windows Mobile 6.X, Windows Embedded 6.5.X, and 

Windows 8.1 
c. Windows CE/Windows Embedded Compact - Windows CE5.0, CE6.0, and CE7.0 
 
We are adding new devices to the list of supported devices so please check with your Zebra account manager if 
you want to find support for any specific device model. 
 

6. What printers are supported in AVS? 
Answer: 
AVS supports Zebra networked printers on Link-OS 4.0 and higher. The currently supported printer models are 
listed as below: 
 
a. ZT410, ZT420, ZT410R, ZT420R, ZT210, ZT220, ZT230 
b. ZD500, ZD500R, ZD410, ZD420, ZD410 HC, ZD420 HC 
c. QLn220, QLn320, QLn420, QLn220 HC, QLn320 HC, 
d. ZQ510, ZQ520 
e. IMZ220, iMZ320 

 
7. What is the difference between AVS and OVS? 

Answer: 
 

Key Differentiators AVS OVS 

Dashboard 
Visibility  

• High level asset visibility and 
brief info on repair and 
contracts 

• Pre-defined view for 
dashboard 

• In-depth operational and repair 
reporting data integrated into 
single pane of glass.  

• Personalized front end including 
configurable views and 
thresholds 

• Comprehensive reports  

Device 
Visibility  

• Zebra Mobile computers and 
networked Link-OSTM v4.0 
printers 

• Mobile Computing Devices 
• Zebra networked Link-OSTM 

Printers 
• Non Zebra Rugged and Consumer 

Devices  
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8. Question: in which regions and/or countries is the AVS product available and when? 
Answer: AVS is available as a SKU’d Service Product in North America, EMEA, APAC and Latin America. 
 

9. Question: Is there a minimum number of devices required to purchase AVS?  
Answer:  No. AVS can be applicable and sold to customers with low to very large device counts of both mobile 
computers and/or eligible printers from Zebra. 
 

10. What types of customers will be beneficial from AVS? 
Answer:  
- Customers who do not have or want MDM tools but they cannot justify the cost due to the device count and 

budget. AVS will provide them with the necessary capability in proactive asset tracking/management as an 
alternative to purchasing expensive MDM tools. 

- Customers who have MDM tools but mostly use them for other purpose such as remote control or software 
update. AVS can complement their service capability by providing visibility to their devices to improve 
operational efficiency. 

 

II. AVS Data Collection  
11. What is the AVS agent for mobile computers?  

Answer:  The AVS agent is a mobile application for Android or WinMobile/CE/8.1 devices provided by Zebra and 
installed on Zebra EMC devices to transmit device data to our AVS system. Internet connection is needed for the 
transmission of device data. 
 

12. Is the AVS agent available on new mobile computes only? What about existing mobile computers in the field? 
Answer: The new Android mobile computers coming from the factory after August 2015 should have the agent 
pre-installed. The pre-installation of agent on WinMobile/CE devices is scheduled to start in April 2016.   
 

Dashboard 
Access  

• AVS dashboard for device 
visibility only 

• Need to access support 
service dashboard for 
detailed repair info  

• Single entry point for combined 
view of operational insight and 
support service data 

Service 
Delivery  

• Fast service delivery with 
automation and self-service  

• Manual on-boarding requiring 
additional planning and longer 
implementation cycle.  

Mobile Device 
Management 

• No MDM tool integrated, 
device data collected from 
pre-installed AVS agent on 
mobile computers and 
networked Link-OSTM v4.0 
printers that can coexist with 
other MDM agents 

• Requires MDM tool for data 
collection  
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For those existing devices without the agent installed, it is the customer’s responsibility to install the agent to 
those devices. Zebra will provide the agent file (Android or WinMobile/CE) at no cost for customers to install 
through staging. Link of agent file and installation guide will be provided.  
 

13. What is the AVS agent for printers? 
Answer: Printers with Link-OSTM v4.0 or higher use a Visibility Agent to communicate printer event and settings 
data to Zebra’s cloud based Printer Connector (ZPC) which in turn transfers the information to Zebra’s Asset 
Visibility platform, making it available for AVS. 
 

14. Is the AVS agent available on new printers only? What about existing printers in the field? 
Answer: Link-OSTM v4 will replace Link-OSTM v3 in factory manufacturing process for new printers and is available 
for customers with existing eligible Link-OS printers via the following link: 
https://www.zebra.com/us/en/support-downloads.html 
 

15. What information will be collected by the AVS agent? 
Answer: Data pertaining to device functionality is collected. 

 
16. What is the data usage of the AVS agent for data collection? 

Answer: For mobile computers, on average the data usage is estimated to be less than 100KB per day per 
device.  
For printers, the data usage is estimated to be less than 5KB per day per printer.  
 

17. Is there a requirement for ports to be enabled on the customers’ network to activate the collection of data 
from the agent on the device?  
Answer:  Communication of data to the cloud is via standard HTTP port 80 and HTTPS port 443 for secure data 
transmission.    
 

18. For printers with static IP address, what I need to do to config the printer so it can connect to ZPC to transmit 
data?  
Answer: For printer with static IP addresses, the DNS server and domain need to be configured to ensure the 
printer connect to ZPC for data transmission.  
 
Examples of the commands used to configure the DNS servers and DNS domain for both wireless and wired 
connected printers are illustrated below. Please remember to replace the IP addresses and DNS domain name in 
the example to those in your organization. 
 
a. For printers with wireless Connection -  
! U1 setvar "ip.dhcp.enable" "off" 
! U1 setvar "wlan.ip.protocol" "permanent" 
! U1 setvar "wlan.ip.addr" "10.3.50.211" 
! U1 setvar "wlan.ip.netmask" "255.255.255.0" 
! U1 setvar "wlan.ip.gateway" "10.3.50.1" 
! U1 setvar "wlan.ip.dns.servers" "10.3.50.61 10.3.50.62" 
! U1 setvar "wlan.ip.dns.domain" "zebra.com" 
! U1 do "device.reset" "" 

https://www.zebra.com/us/en/support-downloads.html
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b. For printers with wired connection - 
! U1 setvar "ip.dhcp.enable" "off" 
! U1 setvar "internal_wired.ip.protocol" "permanent" 
! U1 setvar "internal_wired.ip.addr" "10.3.50.211" 
! U1 setvar "internal_wired.ip.netmask" "255.255.255.0" 
! U1 setvar "internal_wired.ip.gateway" "10.3.50.1" 
! U1 setvar "internal_wired.ip.dns.servers" "10.3.50.61 10.3.50.62" 
! U1 setvar "internal_wired.ip.dns.domain" "zebra.com" 
! U1 do "device.reset" "" 
 
Please refer to the ZPL Manual contains the Set/Get/Do command details. 
 

III. AVS Portal 
19. What devices will be displayed on the dashboard? 

Answer:  AVS dashboard will display all devices with their serial numbers placed in the AVS contracts that a user 
has been given access to by designated AVS Admin. AVS dashboard will also show the smart batteries after the 
battery information is reported by the devices that associate with the batteries. 
 

20. Can you provide more details on what visibility insight will be provided for Zebra mobile computers by AVS? 
Answer:  

• Device Inventory - AVS dashboard shows the overall number of each type of Zebra mobile computers in 
the customer's operational environment and provides the list of all devices with serial number, friendly 
name, First/Last seen dates, model number, status, etc.  

• Active Devices - An active device is a Zebra mobile computer that is currently sending the device data via 
the AVS agent, and the data is received by AVS system.  AVS dashboard and reports will show the count 
and percentage of devices which are currently active, and the predictive health indicator of all active 
devices. The predictive health indicators, - Red (Critical), Amber (Warning) or Green (Normal), shows the 
confidence level of possible issues that may occur to the devices during the next 30 days. There are also 
actionable recommendations on “Device Details” page for each red or amber device so that customers 
can take actions to possibly prevent the potential issues beforehand.  

• Out of Contact Devices- AVS dashboard will show the count and percentage of devices that are out of 
contact for 1 -29 days or more than 30 days.  A device is Out of Contact means no device data is received 
by AVS system and the device is not in repair or in the spare pool for the case of non-shared spare pool 
for mobile computers. 

• Repair info – for mobile computers, AVS dashboard will show the count & percentage of devices in 
repair work flow.  Also, the dedicated “Mobile computers in repair work flow” screen will display all 
devices that are due back, in repair or shipped. In addition, on “Device Details” page, the repair history 
of the device will be displayed. Please note the repair info is not available in some countries/regions. For 
printers, only the high-level repair history is available and refreshed on weekly basis due to data 
availability. 

• GPS Location – AVS will provide a report as an interactive map that displays the last known GPS location 
of Zebra mobile computers that are GPS-capable and enabled on both device and agent configuration. 
There is no GPS location info for printers. 
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• Contract info –  AVS will provide contract information and alerts so customer can see what 
contracts/devices need to be renewed in short and medium term to help them effectively manage their 
contracts. 
 

21. What information is available for printers in AVS? 
Answer: 
AVS expanded visibility to include eligible Zebra Link-OS networked printers to provide at-a-glance visibility to 
printers’ inventory, and health status including: 

• User options to switch between Mobile Computer view or Printers if AVS is purchased for both types of 
devices 

• Total number of printers  
• Total number of active printers 
• Out-of-Contact printers by aging days 
• Associated Support Contract status and alerts 
• Supporting analytics extended for printers including additional problem category for Printer Settings 
• Printer Detail Page includes: 

- Weekly updated Z1C Repair History (where available) 
- Printer Utilization (Printed Labels, Odometer Inches, Hours Active) 
- Printer analytics uses the performance data to predict possible printer or printer related 
behavior issues.  For active printers which have been designated as Warning or Critical status, the 
printers detail page includes rationale and recommendations to address the identified problem(s). 

 
22. What information is available for smart batteries in AVS? 

Answer:  
AVS provides information at smart battery level including: 

• User option to switch between Mobile Computer view or Printer view if AVS is purchased for both types 
of devices. And user can also switch to Battery view after the battery information is reported by the 
devices associated. 

• Total batteries in operation 
• Active batteries 
• ‘Out of contact’ batteries 
• Serial number of the smart battery 
• Manufacture date  
• Date last seen 
• Serial number of device last seen in 
• Model number of device last seen in 
• Charge cycle count (PowerPrecision batteries only) 
• Health status of batteries (PowerPrecision batteries only) 
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23. What does the color coding for active devices mean? 
Answer: 
Red: High confidence level of possible issues to occur to devices during the next 30 days. AVS also refers to a red 
device as “Critical”, implying that the user should take immediate action as recommended by AVS to possibly 
prevent issues. 
 
Amber: Medium confidence level of possible issues to occur to devices during the next 30 days.  AVS also refers 
to amber devices as “Warning”, implying that the user should consider taking action as recommended by AVS to 
prevent issues. 
 
Green: Low confidence level of possible issues to occur to devices during the next 30 days.  AVS also refers to 
green devices as “Normal”, implying that AVS does not recommend any action due to low chance of device 
having a problem based on the devices historical information. 
 
Note: for Red and Amber devices, recommended actions are included in the device details page for the device. 
Taking the recommended actions may reduce the chance of a device having issues in the near term. 
 

24. Can a customer configure the AVS dashboard? 
Answer: Customer can use tag editor to create and assign tags to categorize and filter devices to views that are 
meaningful and important for them.  Also, the customer can create/edit device friendly names on “Device 
Details” page for each device. No additional customization is supported in the current release. 
 

25. How is GPS/Geo-location information captured and displayed? Are there any considerations that would 
prevent it being available?   
Answer: For mobile computers that have GPS enabled and reporting GPS data, GPS information is displayed on 
the GPS location page and on the associated detailed device page of each these devices. Please note the GPS 
location displayed on the dashboard is the last reported GPS location info of the device. 
 
For GPS data to be available, the device needs to enable GPS function and the AVS agent needs to be configured 
to allow sending GPS data. Also, user needs to actively use GPS applications such as Google Map to make sure 
the GPS location is available on device for AVS agent to collect and send to AVS. 
 

26. Does AVS include the repair services dashboard at the same level as OVS? 
Answer: 
No, AVS does not integrate the support service dashboard or display the repair info at the same level as OVS 
does. For mobile computers, there’s high level repair data shown on the dashboard in terms of number of 
devices in repair workflow, and the “Mobile computers in repair work flow” screen will display all devices that 
are due back, in repair or shipped. In addition, the “Device Details” page will display the repair history of the 
device after the contract becomes active.   
 
Please note that, repair information is not available in every country for mobile devices – please refer to SDD for 
additional details. 
 
For printers, associated Zebra One Care repair history info is available on device details page and will be 
refreshed on weekly basis due to data availability. 
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27. Does AVS portal support multiple languages?  

Answer: Currently, the AVS portal is available in English, Germany, Italian, French, Spanish, Polish and Simplified 
Chinese. Other languages will be available in future releases. 
 

IV. APIs for AVS 
 

28. Does AVS provide APIs for data integration from partner’s system? 
Answer: Yes. Inbound APIs ((Application Programming Interfaces) are provided to partners to upload repair and 
sparepool data for devices (Zebra mobile computers only) that are shown on AVS dashboard.  
 
Zebra provides 2 sets of REST APIs to partners who subscribe to AVS. These software interfaces between 
partners repair applications and Zebra’s AVS allow partners to communicate their repair and spare pool 
information (for mobile computers only) to Zebra for integration into Zebra’s AVS reports, along with the 
standard Zebra-managed repair and spare pool information. This allows partners who conduct repairs and 
manage spares to have a single set of comprehensive, integrated pictures of repairs and spares for themselves 
and individual customers. API access is free to partners who have subscribed to Zebra’s AVS service. However, 
interested partners will need to develop the application to extract the data from their system and pass to AVS 
via the appropriate API.  
 
Partner users can call the REST APIs to upload information for their devices, which have been enrolled into AVS 
service, when those devices are in partner’s repair system, or in the sparepool that partners managed for their 
end customers. Through the API calls with device serial numbers and other info specified, the devices will be 
shown with the repair and sparepool information from partners’ system, which will increase the accuracy of the 
visibility to device inventories. 
 
The AVS API User Guide document provides more details and will be available on Partner Gateway on December 
8, 2017, when AVS API formally launches. 
 

29. API details 
Answer: AVS provides two sets of APIs for data upload 

Rest API URL HTTP 
Method 

Data 
Format 

How data is 
uploaded 

APIs for 
Repair Data 

/api/v1/repairs POST JSON As payload 
/api/v1/repairs PUT CSV As file upload 

APIs for 
Spare Pool 
Data 

/api/v1/sparepool POST JSON As payload 
/api/v1/sparepool PUT CSV As file upload 

An API client application is provided to API users to upload Repair/Spare Pool data onto AVS. This application 
accepts JSON/CSV files containing Repair/Spare Pool data.  
 
The client application comes with two script files, testapi.bat for Windows environment and testapi.sh for Linux 
environment.  These scripts, when invoked from command window, execute the java application (apiclient.jar). 
 
Please refer to the AVS API User Guide document for more details on Partner Gateway. 

https://partnerportal.zebra.com/PartnerPortal/product_services/services/AVS.aspx
https://partnerportal.zebra.com/PartnerPortal/product_services/services/AVS.aspx
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30. Authentication 

Answer: Client sends a POST or PUT request for uploading records in JSON/CSV format. The request must send 
Authentication information based on user identity and “Partner Code” in request header. The server 
authenticates the request using Authorization header information with the PING Identity server. If the 
authentication fails, server responds with “401 Unauthorized”. Otherwise the server will validate and process 
the data accordingly. 
 

31. Data validation 
Answer: If the authentication is successful, the server will verify the mandatory header fields in the request.  If 
any of the mandatory headers are not present, it responds with an appropriate error code. 
 
Otherwise, the server reads the data in the request. The data is parsed to extract the records one by one, 
validated and then stored in database. 
 
Please note there’s no semantic validation on the input data for the API calls. 
 

32. Format supported 
Answer: The APIs allow data to be uploaded in two different formats: 

- Records in JSON format (as payload of a POST request) 
- Records in a CSV file (as a file upload) 
 

33. API user onboarding 
Answer: Please refer to the SSO Integration Design document for this information. 
 

V. Pricing & Ordering 
 

34.  Where can I find the prices for AVS? 
Answer: List prices for AVS are available in Solution builder and/or Partner Central. 
 

35. What is the ordering process for AVS?    Does the customer pay three years up front or by month or quarter?   
Answer: The AVS will be ordered via dedicated SKU’s available on Partner Central. All Zebra devices must be 
covered under a Zebra OneCare support contract or TSS contract (for printers) in order to order AVS for those 
devices. The AVS will co-terminate with the Zebra OneCare offering. 
 
When customers order AVS for both mobile computers and printers, they are required to issue separate PO’s – 
one for mobile computers and one for printers due to separate contracts system within Zebra. 
 
AVS allows for either paying for the full term upfront or on a pre-paid annual term (surcharge may apply). 
 

36.  Can Partners sell AVS? 
Answer. Yes.  Any Zebra partners and distributors can sell AVS.  It is available for all Partners, with SKUs in place.  
The Service Sales teams are ready to help with any customer opportunities. 
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37. Is AVS license transferable? For example, from Device A to B in case of EOS/EOL/Replacement? 
Answer: This will be dependent on the bookable order criteria (BOC) and contract process in Zebra regional 
offices. Please check with Zebra contracts team in your region for more details. 
 

38. When does billing start? 
Answer: Billing will start at the same time Zebra One Care billing cycle 

 

VI. Implementation 
39. We understand there is a defined, SKU’d pricing for AVS.  Who is responsible for creating the AVS 

environment?  Is it included in the price?   
Answer: Zebra will provide the initial configuration and hosting of the portal, as well as sending the notification 
to customers for on-boarding, which are included in the AVS price. Customers are responsible for appointing 
administrator user, i.e. the AVS Admin, self-registration to obtain access to AVS portal, linking AVS contracts to 
AVS system, managing users from the company, creation of device gold image and adding AVS agent on to the 
devices.  
 
Please refer to the SDD, - which can be found on Partner Gateway, for specific responsibilities. 
 

40. What is an AVS Admin? What are the responsibilities of the AVS Admin? Why do customers need to appoint 
the AVS Admin? 
Answer: For an AVS customer, an AVS Admin is required to manage one or more contracts belonging to his/her 
company and other users from the company who need access to AVS portal.  AVS Admin is an AVS service role 
provided with the admin access to the Administrative Panel on AVS portal. The Administrative Panel provides 
the AVS Admin with features that help manage regular AVS Portal users’ access to the dashboard. The AVS 
admin is associated with one or more of customer contracts. 
 
It is an administrative role which may be given to a person at a Customer Company. This admin is automatically 
entitled to AVS Admin role when their email address is provided by customer and entered on an AVS Contract. 
The Admin is required to group the contracts together into View Groups and invite regular users so that regular 
users can get access to the AVS dashboard and reports. Zebra provides the AVS Admin User’s Guide to provide 
more information about AVS admin and users role.  
 
The AVS Admin can be from a partner company if the partner wants to be the administrator of the service and 
share the visibility info with its end customers. Or the AVS Admin can be from an end customer company if the 
end customer wants to manage by themselves. 
 

41. Please describe the on-boarding process 
Answer: AVS employs automation and self-service from customer for user on-boarding based on the 
information provided by customers when they submit AVS PO.   Below is the brief description of the on-boarding 
process: 
- Customer is required to provide the email address for the AVS Admin when they submit AVS purchase 

orders (PO), - the email address of AVS Admin must be provided at this time otherwise the on-boarding 
process cannot be initiated. 
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- Once AVS system identifies an AVS contract is created, it will generate a 4-digit PIN and send an email to the 
AVS Admin with the PIN, partial contract number and detailed guideline on how to register (for new AVS 
Admin) or login (for existing AVS Admin). 

- For the new AVS admin, he/she will receive the email and follow the guideline for self-registration and will 
be redirected to AVS portal after registration; For the existing AVS Admin, he/she will receive the email and 
follow the guideline to log into the AVS portal 

- The AVS admin will link the contract into AVS system using contract number and the 4-digit PIN.  
- The AVS admin will create view groups to manage contracts. The purpose of View Group is to group multiple 

contracts together and provide the access to regular users. Any user who is invited to a particular view 
group will have access to all the contracts associated to that view group 

- The AVS admin will assign contracts to view groups. 
- The AVS admin will invite other users in his/her company or end customer companies to a specific view 

group so these users can access the AVS portal. 
- The users receive the invitation email and follow the instruction to go through the registration process and 

access to AVS portal 
 
Please refer to the AVS Admin User’s Guide for more details regarding on-boarding process. 
 

42. How long does it take to get access to the AVS portal if I order AVS?   
Answer: The on-boarding notification email will be sent out to customer after AVS system identifies a new AVS 
contract created in Contracts system and obtains the contract information.  It’ll depend on how fast the 
customer’s AVS Admin reacts to the email. Customers may get access to AVS portal on the same day when they 
receive the notification email.    
 

43. If the AVS Admin is in absence or leaves the company, what is the process to update the existing AVS Admin 
info with the email address of the newly appointed AVS Admin? 
Answer: Customer needs to call the Zebra service desk to update the AVS Admin information. 

VII. Run Phase 
44.  What level of support will I get from the Service Desk when I purchase the AVS product? 

Answer: The Service Desk will provide technical support for the portal, on-boarding process, AVS agent, and AVS 
Mobile application.  
 
Customer should refer to the relevant Zebra Support Contract(s) for information on Service Desk coverage 
hours, and email and telephone contact information.   
 
In addition, the Service Desk contact information can be found via the following link: 
https://www.zebra.com/us/en/about-zebra/contact-zebra/contact-tech-support.html 

VIII. DATA SECURITY 
45. Who owns the data captured from the devices with AVS service?  

Answer:  Collected data ownership is determined by the terms of the agreement with the customer.  Zebra may 
use the anonymous data from all customers to create predictive analytics algorithm 
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46.  What happens to the data if a customer cancels or does not extend their AVS contract? 
Answer: Subject to the applicable contract provisions, AVS agent may continue to collect device data unless 
customer opts out. Zebra may use the anonymous data to create predictive algorithms  
 

47. How do devices connect to AVS and how secure is the data? 
Answer:  Mobile computers’ data is transferred over an HTTPS connection from the device to Zebra’s cloud-
based big data analytics platform.  This requires the opening of TCP port 443. 
 
Link-OS printers support a variety of protocols and connectivity methods. In the case of the AVP platform, Link-
OS printers use an encrypted and certificate authenticated connection via the web sockets protocol. 
 
If customer does not allow direct Internet access from the devices, Zebra will provide a guide document to 
whitelist the AWS servers that the devices need to connect to for data transmission within customer’s firewall to 
comply with the security policy of the customer. 
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